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July 2015 Readership Snapshot
UNI ScholarWorks

Dear University of Northern Iowa,

We are pleased to provide you with a summary of monthly usage information for UNI ScholarWorks. To learn more about usage reports available from Digital Commons, see http://digitalcommons.bepress.com/reference/19/

Annual Graduate Student Symposium

In July 2015, Annual Graduate Student Symposium had 102 full-text downloads and 0 new submissions posted. The most popular papers were:

Audio Jack Data Communication on Smartphones (45 downloads) http://scholarworks.uni.edu/agss/2015/all/22
Impact of Student Organizations on the Development of Core Competencies (11 downloads) http://scholarworks.uni.edu/agss/2015/all/10
Adolescents and Sexting: The Various Consequences and Strategies for Schools to Respond (8 downloads) http://scholarworks.uni.edu/agss/2015/all/7

Biology News

In July 2015, Biology News had 5 full-text downloads and 0 new submissions posted. The most popular papers were:

Biology News, Spring 2015 (4 downloads) http://scholarworks.uni.edu/bionews/6
Biology News, Winter 2010 (1 downloads) http://scholarworks.uni.edu/bionews/1

The Update

In July 2015, The Update had 0 full-text downloads and 28 new submissions posted. The most popular papers were:

The Update, November 2010 (0 downloads) http://scholarworks.uni.edu/chasnews/1
The Update, April/May 2011 (0 downloads) http://scholarworks.uni.edu/chasnews/5
The Update, March 2011 (0 downloads)
In July 2015, CSBS Kudos had 3 full-text downloads and 19 new submissions posted. The most popular papers were:

CSBS Kudos, April 2012 (1 downloads)  
http://scholarworks.uni.edu/csbskudos/11  
CSBS Kudos, May 2013 (1 downloads)  
http://scholarworks.uni.edu/csbskudos/14  
CSBS Kudos, March 2013 (1 downloads)  
http://scholarworks.uni.edu/csbskudos/13

In July 2015, Electronic Theses and Dissertations had 1108 full-text downloads and 9 new submissions posted. The most popular papers were:

Aquatic strategies and techniques and their benefit on children with autism (70 downloads)  
http://scholarworks.uni.edu/etd/6  
An enhanced pulse position modulation (PPM) in ultra-wideband (UWB) systems (56 downloads)  
http://scholarworks.uni.edu/etd/39  
Graphic communications industry trends and their impact on the required competencies of personnel (54 downloads)  
http://scholarworks.uni.edu/etd/10

In July 2015, Graduate Research Papers had 533 full-text downloads and 0 new submissions posted. The most popular papers were:

Harry Potter: A comparison of the characters, themes, setting and plot with the Arthurian legend (71 downloads)  
http://scholarworks.uni.edu/grp/10  
School library orientation: Introducing teachers to the roles and services of teacher librarians (33 downloads)  
http://scholarworks.uni.edu/grp/25  
Princesses persevere: Seeking representations of gender equity in modern fairy tales (32 downloads)  
http://scholarworks.uni.edu/grp/21

In July 2015, UNI Grad Student News had 17 full-text downloads and 0 new submissions posted. The most popular papers were:
Honors Program Theses

In July 2015, Honors Program Theses had 409 full-text downloads and 0 new submissions posted. The most popular papers were:

- Incorporating effective grammar instruction into the classroom (42 downloads)
  [http://scholarworks.uni.edu/hpt/40](http://scholarworks.uni.edu/hpt/40)
- Analysis of QuickBooks internal control utilization (23 downloads)
  [http://scholarworks.uni.edu/hpt/5](http://scholarworks.uni.edu/hpt/5)
- Competition and extrinsic motivation in the band classroom: A review of literature and suggestions for educational practice (22 downloads)
  [http://scholarworks.uni.edu/hpt/13](http://scholarworks.uni.edu/hpt/13)

Library Connection

In July 2015, Library Connection had 3 full-text downloads and 0 new submissions posted. The most popular papers were:

- Library Connection, v2n2, Spring 2015 (2 downloads)
  [http://scholarworks.uni.edu/libcon/4](http://scholarworks.uni.edu/libcon/4)
- Library Connection, v2n1, Fall 2014 (1 downloads)
  [http://scholarworks.uni.edu/libcon/3](http://scholarworks.uni.edu/libcon/3)
- Library Connection, v1n1, Fall 2013 (0 downloads)
  [http://scholarworks.uni.edu/libcon/1](http://scholarworks.uni.edu/libcon/1)

Notes for the Stalled

In July 2015, Notes for the Stalled had 6 full-text downloads and 1 new submissions posted. The most popular papers were:

- Notes for the Stalled, v7n10, June/July 2015 (2 downloads)
  [http://scholarworks.uni.edu/libnotes/50](http://scholarworks.uni.edu/libnotes/50)
- Notes for the Stalled, v8n1, August 2015 (1 downloads)
  [http://scholarworks.uni.edu/libnotes/51](http://scholarworks.uni.edu/libnotes/51)
- Notes for the Stalled, v4n1, September 2011 (1 downloads)
  [http://scholarworks.uni.edu/libnotes/48](http://scholarworks.uni.edu/libnotes/48)
In July 2015, Philosophy & World Religions Newsletter had 1 full-text downloads and 5 new submissions posted. The most popular papers were:

Philosophy & World Religions, v2, Spring 2011 (1 downloads)  
http://scholarworks.uni.edu/pwrnews/1
Philosophy & World Religions, v6, Spring 2013 (0 downloads)  
http://scholarworks.uni.edu/pwrnews/5
Philosophy & World Religions, v5, Fall 2012 (0 downloads)  
http://scholarworks.uni.edu/pwrnews/4

Student Writing Awards

In July 2015, Student Writing Awards had 10 full-text downloads and 0 new submissions posted. The most popular papers were:

Duality in Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde, The picture of Dorian Gray, and "Dionea" (9 downloads)  
http://scholarworks.uni.edu/swa/4
"By the stroke of a pen": A brief look at writer's representations of race, injustice, and violence (1 downloads)  
http://scholarworks.uni.edu/swa/1
Open-toed steps (0 downloads)  
http://scholarworks.uni.edu/swa/9

Tallgrass Prairie Center Newsletter

In July 2015, Tallgrass Prairie Center Newsletter had 22 full-text downloads and 0 new submissions posted. The most popular papers were:

Tallgrass Prairie Center Newsletter, Spring 2015 (19 downloads)  
http://scholarworks.uni.edu/tpcnews/16
Tallgrass Prairie Center Newsletter, Fall 2014 (1 downloads)  
http://scholarworks.uni.edu/tpcnews/15
Tallgrass Prairie Center Newsletter, Spring 2008 (1 downloads)  
http://scholarworks.uni.edu/tpcnews/3
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